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The present paper is concerning to an empirical analysis of tensile properties of plies and laminates formed
with an epoxy matrix and with various carbon fiber fabrics. The analysis was started with the aim of finding
some correlations between the elastic parameters of plies and elastic parameters of laminates when
fabrics are used as reinforcements. Six different carbon fiber fabrics were used to analyze the plies and
laminates mechanical parameters. The epoxy system Epiphen RE-4020-DE4020 was used in both cases as
matrix. The mechanical response to tensile test was analyzed for above mentioned materials and the
results had been compared with values obtained by application of various purposed models.
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It is well known the fact that, for some specific
applications, the fabrics made of various types of fibers,
are used as reinforcements replacing the use of individual
tows of fibers. The high-technology is using even individual
fibers to reinforce various materials but for medium
applications the tows of fibers are used leading to various
geometrical distributions of reinforcement with effects on
the composites mechanical properties. In the case of
thermoplastic matrix composites the problem was solved
with the prepregs and the forming of composite was
ensured by increasing the temperature of a pre-defined
stack of prepregs under controlled pressure conditions. In
the case of thermoset polymers -which are relative
insensitive to the temperature value variations -it is very
difficult to ensure the spatial regulated distribution of
reinforcement tows. There are some solutions even for
these polymers but the composite forming is conditioned
by the presence of an adhesive between the independent
prepregs causing difficulties regarding the material
behavior due to the presence of another interphase (the
one between adhesive and polymer) even when the
adhesive and the matrix belong to the same class of
polymers. The use of prepregs is expensive while the use
of the classic method of wet layup is cheap and offers
more opportunities of intervention in the attempt of final
properties design especially when the pre-polymer is
presented in liquid phase.
The use of fabrics is ensuring the spatial distribution of
fibers yarns and an increased degree of sinuosity of the
formed composite but it is involving some reduction of
mechanical parameters of the final composite material.
The use of fabrics is more and more recognized as a
solution to obtain more performant materials even the
modeling becomes more complicated and therefore the
capacity to predict the final properties is diminished [1-3].
In this regard it is easily to notice that many theoretical
studies concern with the 3D woven composites [4-8] as a
facile solution to solve the design problem of the final
properties of composites. As well as in the case of the 2D
woven composites [9-11] the problem solution has to be
sought, in our opinion, by taking into account the fact that
each phase immersed into a matrix leads to matrix defects
with effects on matrix properties. Using regulated
distributed fibers or fabrics the defects are regularly
distributed inside the matrix (at macroscopic scale -matrixtows interphase or at microscopic scale matrix-fibers
interphase) so the modelling problem concern with an

analysis of defects presence inside the matrix. There are,
of course, many attempts of using FEM to model the
properties of a composite reinforced with fabrics and all of
these attempts are based on an elementary cell. The
problem with this cell is that it has to be homogenous and
isotropic (or, at least orthotropic) while the most cases it is
difficult to get the homogenization especially because it is
practically impossible to describe the change of tows
responses at passages above and under other tows (warp
and weft) inside the polymer matrix [12-15].
First approaches regarding the mechanical response of
fabric reinforced polymer composites were taking into
account the waviness of fabrics as a parameter to describe
the lowered values of elastic parameters or the hypothesis
that a fabric might be described as a superposition of two
orthotropic plies rotated at 90° and with some geometric
corrections [16-19]. Last approaches are using the
observation that, generally, when a fabric reinforced
laminate is formed there appears differences between the
ply thickness and laminate thickness namely the thickness
of the laminate is lower than the ply thickness multiplied
by number of plies. This effect is denoted as nesting effect
in latest studies [20-24] and represents, in fact, a
displacement of adjacent reinforcement layers such as
each one will occupy the relief of the other leading to
unexpected mechanical behavior at micro-level with
averaged macro-level effects.
At least, the description of a fabric reinforced polymer
matrix composite has to take into account the fact that it
is almost impossible to know the real distribution of
polymer inside the composite and it is almost obvious that
the main failure modes of such composite are determined
by the matrix failure [25-30]. In our opinion it would be
appropriate to correct mathematical models of fabric
reinforced laminates with some statistical analysis. Of
course, the above presented are just a part of modelling
attempts and, as any model, they are perfectible taking
into account other hypothesis or reinterpreting some
conditions [31-34].
Many studies are carried out on both theoretical and
empirical paths with components of computing but,
generally, their common feature is that they take into
account a regulated distribution of reinforcement and
matrix parts. A visual inspection of fabrics prior to their
immersion into the matrix shows small defects of the yarns
and these small variations away from uniformity are
generating unexpected macroscopic mechanical
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responses. More than that, it is obvious that, depending on
yarn dimensions it is very possible that the matrix do not
penetrate to the middle of the yarn causing mechanical
misbehavior but in this case the discussion has to be
extended to the effect of forming technique [35-39].
The below presented study is a pure empirical one and
it was developed trying to better understand the tensile
behavior of fabric reinforced plies and eventually to identify
the change of this mechanical behavior when the ply is
placed inside a fabric reinforced laminate polymer matrix
material. Of course there are many differences between
forming techniques depending on the type of the polymer
and there exist studies regarding the final properties of
fabric reinforced thermoplastics but in the case of usual
resins the number of studies is low.
Experimental part
Materials and methods
In the attempt of understanding the tensile behavior of
individual plies it is necessary to have terms to compare
and that is why eight different fabrics were selected to
form both plies and laminates. All these fabrics are simple
type fabrics made of carbon fibers and the first intention
was to find fabrics with the same specific weight. For two
of the fabrics it was possible and next decision was to use
simple carbon fiber fabrics with different structures
(namely the number of warp and weft yarns on distance
unit). Once again all the fabrics are simple type fabrics
meaning that each yarn of weft is alternately below and
above two consecutive yarns of warp (fig. 1.)
Analyzing images in figure 1, one may notice that just
the first three materials are fabrics while all the other five
have a different aspect. The first three fabrics are denoted
Carbon Fabric followed by numeric digits signifying the
value of the specific weight. The forth material is realized

from mat stripes of Carbon fibers while the last four
materials are looking as fabrics but they are made of very
thin stripes obtained by special expansion of carbon fiber
tows according to the producers (http://www.textreme.
com/technology/). The description of all supplied
reinforcement materials is presented in table 1. It is obvious
that, despite our intentions, there are only two
reinforcement materials with the same specific weight
what can be used to realize a comparison. In table 1 the
next notations had been used: FT - fiber type; FS - fiber
structure; WpY - number of warp yarns per length unit
[cm-1]; WtY – number of weft yarns per length unit [cm-1];
SW -specific weight of material; MT - material thickness.
It has to be mentioned that all the presented and studied
materials are plane fabrics. With these materials plies and
laminates were formed on the basis of Epiphen RE4020DE4020 , an epoxy system with gel time of 45 min
recommended both for casting and coating and we used
in many studies [40-44]. Having this relative long gel time
the Epiphen epoxy system is suitable to be used both for
casting and for forming laminates via wet lay-up technique.
In a previous study [45] it was noticed that the tensile
strength of a ply depends on the matrix thickness - any
increase on matrix thickness induce a reduction of strength
undelaying the fact that, during tensile tests, the ply failure
occurs faster when the matrix is thick due to a shearing
mechanism. At that time the tests were performed on
carbon-aramid fabric and for various modified matrix
obtained by adding starch, clay or carbon into the polymer.
For this study purposes the plies were formed by placing
a pre-polymer imbued sheet of fabric between two pieces
of glass in order to ensure the same conditions for all the
materials. The ensemble was left on horizontal position
and a supplementary weight was placed above. According
to technical recommendations the two glass sheets were

Fig. 1. Images of fabrics

Table 1
PROPERTIES OF REINFORCEMENT MATERIALS

Table 2
PLIES THICKNESS
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removed after a week - time enough to ensure the complete
polymerization. Because of the high adhesion of epoxy resin
to glass surfaces these were covered with polypropylene
layers in order to facilitate the sample extraction and
reutilization of the large glass plates (600x600mm). At the
end, large sheets of polymer matrix composites reinforced
with one layer of fabric had been obtained, in other words,
a large ply (600x600mm) had been obtained from each
studied fabric. The method ensures also the minimal
amount of polymer namely the lowest possible value of
the ply thickness (table 2). It is easily to notice that just for
the three reinforcement materials the thickness increases
are small while for all the others (realized from stripes)
there are large increases on thickness, especially in the
case of CT60 material. Two mechanisms might be
identified: in the case of classic fabrics (CF) a large amount
of pre-polymer is absorbed inside the yarns structure
namely between all the individual filaments while in the
case of stripes obtained fabrics (covered with a substance
designed to ensure both structure stability and matrix
adhesion) a liquid film effect is blocking the pre-polymer
penetration between individual filaments leading to much
thicker materials.
Once extracted the materials were cut to obtain the
test samples (fig. 2.) ten along the fabric warp direction,
ten along the fabric weft direction, five inclined at 30°
relative to the warp direction, and five inclined at 45° relative
to the warp direction. After samples cutting they were
placed into an oven to be thermally cured according to the
recommendation in the technical sheet of the polymer, to
achieve the best properties of the polymer. The samples
dimensions were of 250x25mm but because of the use of
regular scissors and of the material rigidity their edges are
not perfect and affects, more or less, the tests results (fig.
3).

Fig. 2. Plies test
samples

Fig. 3. Failure mode for axial loaded samples (regular yarns
CF160 – left; spread filaments TF160 -right)

Using the same method (wet layup) pseudo-laminates
had been formed with the same resin as matrix and with
nine sheets of fabric as reinforcement – to denote these
materials a L will be placed before the fabric symbol. All
the fabrics sheets were imbued with pre-polymer liquid
and placed one above another on glass sheet and at the
end another sheet of glass was placed above the stack of
the pre-polymer imbued fabrics and the same weight (as
in the case of the plies) was placed above the glass.
Respecting the same procedure as in the case of plies
eight laminates had been formed each one of them being
composed from nine laminae made of the same fabric
and with all the laminae having the same spatial orientation
(all the warp yarns were parallel). It is important to notice
that using the layup technique the nesting (compaction) is
favored leading to materials with low thick and the fact
that is hard to define a sheet of fabric as a lamina because
it is not bonded between other two but kept into the matrix
what polymerized at once for all de reinforcement stack.
In this case the matrix seems to be like a sponge, ensuring
a good loading transfer between reinforcement and matrix,
of course, if the matrix-reinforcement interphase is of high
quality. Generally a high quality interphase is obtained when
the epoxy resins are the polymers and the carbon fiber are
the reinforcement but in the case of fabrics there are some
problems connected with the fact that fabrics producers
are using very thin films of various polymers to maintain
the regulate distribution of yarns. These polymers are
claimed to ensure a very good adhesion of any polymer
that could be used to form composites.

Testing method
Tensile tests were performed on an Instron Testing
Machine at the Research and Development Center for
Thermoset Matrix Composites. The loading speed was set
at 5mm/min and the stop condition was set at a drop of
40% of the loading force. For each ply type ten samples
were tested for axial loading (along warp and along weft)
and five samples for each laminate. In the case of inclined
loading (30° and 45° relative to the warp direction) five
samples for each type of ply and three samples for each
type of laminate were tested.
For the tests results together with the diagrams an image
analysis is going to offer much information regarding the
mechanical response of materials.
Results and discussions
The first observable fact is that for axial loading al the
plies are failing along a warp fiber (when the loading is on
the warp direction) or along a warp fiber (when the loading
is along the weft direction) as it can be seen in figure 3. In
the case of inclined loadings it is obvious that a flow
phenomenon is present and the flow depends on fabric
thickness (on the number of individual filaments). As it
can be seen in figure 3 and figure 4 there are some
differences between the aspects of the failure zone
especially in the case of inclined loadings - the images in
figure 4 refer to the two fabrics with the same specific
weight (CF160 and TF160) meaning that they have the
same number of filaments on the length unit. What is to be

Fig. 4. Failure mode for of axis loaded
samples (regular yarns -left; spread
filaments -right)
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noticed is that the two fabrics were selected just for their
common feature but, following the visual inspection, the
conclusion is that all the regular fabrics present some short
whiskers on the two sides of fractures while the fabrics
obtained from spread yarns have smooth edges of fractures.
In the case of inclined loading failure for all the regular
fabrics the aspect of the failure zone is almost identical to
the one presented for CF160 while for the other fabrics the
aspect of the failure zone are alike the one presented for
TF160. In this last case it might be observed that for 30°
orientations of loading direction there are some cut out
filaments while in the case of 45° there are some different
wide parts of joined filaments and it is possible to notice
that the aspect of the fracture zone looks like a sever
delamination of the two superposed layers of spread yarns.

It is also noticeable that the CF160 samples are flowing
while the TF160 samples are breaking when they are
loaded at 30 or 45° relative to the warp direction. The
analysis showed that the flowing is proportional with the
filaments density in the case of regular fabrics. Analyzing
the tensile tests results it might be observed that in the
case of warp direction loading the dispersion of
experimental results is lower than in the case of weft
direction loading and that the dispersion is higher at lower
values of specific density of fabric (fig. 5). Are presented
just the results for CS61 and CF240 (the lowest and the
highest values of specific density for regular fabrics) but
the other two materials have the same behavior. As in the
case of regular fabrics, in the case of special fabrics (fig.
6.) can be noticed the same behavior of plies but the results
dispersion seems to be higher than in the case of regular
fabrics reinforced plies.

Fig. 5. Axial loading curves for
regular fabrics (CS61 - up, CF240
down; warp direction - left, weft
direction - right)

Fig. 6. Axial loading curves for
special fabrics (TF60 - up, TF160
down; warp direction – left, weft
direction -right)
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Fig. 7. Of axis loading curves for
regular fabrics (CS61 -up, CF240
down; 30° relative to warp directionleft, 45° relative to warp direction right)

Fig. 8. Of axis loading curves for
special fabrics
(TF60 -up, TF160 down; 30°
relative to warp direction -left, 45°
relative to warp direction -right)

Fig. 9. Axial loading curves for
special fabric ST72
(on warp direction -left, on
weft direction -right)

For the same four fabrics the of axis loading tests results
are presented in figure 7 and figure 8 and, as in the case of
axial loadings, it is easily to notice that there are some
differences between laminae behavior. The elongation of
samples seems to be specific density dependent and,
374

again, differences appear between the regular fabrics and
special fabrics. The elongation, also, seems to be angle
dependent being higher when of axis inclination is higher.
It is noticeable the fact that in the case of inclined loadings
the result dispersion is higher than in the case of axial
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Table 3
ELASTIC MODULUS

Fig. 10. Axial loading curves for
laminates (CF160 -up, TF160 down; on
the warp direction -left, on the weft
direction -right)

loadings for the same materials and the special fabrics
samples are more unstable than the regular fabrics ones.
Another interesting aspect is connected to the horizontal
segment that appears in the case of CF240 samples and
also in the case of ST72 samples (fig. 9) for both axial
loadings and could be interpreted as a redistribution of
fibers inside the matrix. In the case of CF240 it is, somehow,
normal taking into account the fact that the yarns are thick
and there exists a high probability of polymer uncovered
filaments presence inside the yarn. In this case, the first
zone corresponds to a composite response of the material,
the second corresponds to fibers reorganization and, the
third corresponds just for fibers tensile response (the same
behavior was registered when other two epoxy - more
brittle - systems had been used as matrix for the same
fabrics).
The elastic moduli were evaluated, after statistical
analysis, on the basis of σ-ε curves for each material and
for each loading direction. In table 3 the values of elastic
modulus are presented with respect for warp direction
loading (0°), weft direction loading (90°), and for the two
of axis loadings (30 and 45°). It is easily to notice that,
generally, the elastic modulus on the weft direction presents
a higher value and that is, perhaps, due the pretension of
warp yarns required in the process of fabric production.
MATERIALE PLASTICE ♦ 56♦ No. 2 ♦ 2019

Regarding the laminates - each one having nine sheets
of reinforcement - nine plies - the tensile tests showed
lower values for the elastic modulus than in the case of
tensile tests of laminae - as it might be noticed in table 3.
This tendency might be explained based on three reasons:
first one is connected to the forming method (lay-up) that
is allowing the natural arrangement of fabric layers leading
to the nesting effect, the second takes into account the
existence of polymer pockets with effects on loading
transfer and, the third, is taking into account the fact that
due again to the forming technique there is possible that
the polymer do not penetrate to the inner part of the yarns
of fibers all of them with consequences on the linear
response of material as can be seen in figure 10 and figure
11. Generally the special fabrics reinforced laminates have
been more fragile such as some of the samples had failed
earlier (at the grips level) making impossible their analysis.
Also there are some differences regarding the effects of
the loading direction - on one hand for axial loaded samples
the fracture direction is perpendicular on the loading
direction (independent on the type of fabric) - figure 12
and, on the other hand, the of axis loading leads to different
responses - especially filaments removed from the matrix
and with remaining deformations as it can be noticed in
figure 13.
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Fig. 11. Of axis loading curves for
laminates (CF160 -up, TF160 down;
30° relative to warp direction -left, 45°
relative to warp direction -right)

Fig. 12. Effects of axial loading on
laminates
(CF160 – left, TF160 – right)

Fig. 13. Effects of inclined loading on laminates from left to right CF160 30° -face; CF160 30° -profile; CF160 45° -face; CF160 45° -profile;TF160 30° –
face; TF160 30° -profile; TF160 45° -face; TF160 45° -profile.

Conclusions
Eight different fabrics had been used to form laminae
and, six of them to form laminate composites with epoxy
resin matrix. The study was developed to qualitatively
analyze the effect of the type of fabric and the specific
weight of fabrics on the tensile behavior of fabric reinforced
materials. All the materials had been formed using the same
technique and in the same conditions such as they can be
considered identical from these two points of view.
Differences had been emphasized between the laminae
behavior when they are axially loaded (along the warp or
along the weft) with effects on the elastic modulus value
(higher for loading on the weft direction than in the case of
loading on the warp direction) due to the necessary pretension of the warp yarns. In the case of 30 and 45° loadings
directions (relative to warp direction) the regular fabrics
reinforced materials are flowing (the elongation being
dependent on the specific weight of the fabric) while
special fabrics reinforced laminae present an aspect of
delamination.
The laminates show lower values of elastic modulus,
relative to correspondent laminae, because of nesting
effect induced by the forming technique, polymer pockets
and the fact that probably the polymer does not reach the
inner part of the fibers yarns. Also, in the case of laminates
the axial loaded samples are breaking on a direction
perpendicular to the loading direction while in the case of
376

inclined loaded samples the flowing is observed and the
deformations of the twisted samples is permanent. Also
for laminates there are significant differences on the failure
zones aspect for the regular fabrics and special fabrics
reinforced materials.
Of course, some of the differences could be explained
by fabrics properties reasons, taking into account the fact
that the fabrics are made of different types of fibers but, for
this study, these variables were not considered. An
extension of this study have to be developed for the case
of fabrics made of the same type of fibers but with different
specific weight.
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